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- Wiki Loves Monuments is an international photo contest around cultural heritage monuments in September. Starting from the Netherlands in 2010 and organized on a European level in 2011, we go global in 2012!

- Everybody can participate and improve Wikipedia in their local and regional neighbourhood. Cultural heritage is everywhere around you, you just need to look and learn!
• No UK contest in 2011
• If we are to do in 2012, we need a volunteer project leader very urgently
• Brainstorm in February
  http://uk.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wiki_Loves_Monuments_brainstorm
• Overall timeline
• Creating UK lists has just begun – still time to comment
• http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Wiki_Loves_Monuments_2011 – last year’s competition

• http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Images_from_Wiki_Loves_Monuments_2011– all last year’s entries

• http://exhibitions.europeana.eu/exhibits/show/wiki-loves-art-nouveau - 50 photo exhibition of Art Nouveau